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 E. K. H. Salje and M. A. Carpenter 

Domain glasses: Twin planes, Bloch lines,  
and Bloch points [Editor’s Choice] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(12), 2639–2648 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201552430 
‘Functional’ domain boundaries are boundaries with functionalities (superconductivity, ferroelec-
tricity, conductivity etc.), which do not exist in the bulk. Domain Boundary Engineering endeavors
to generate such domain boundaries with high boundary densities in materials. Salje and Carpenter
have shown that this leads to domain glasses where the high density of domain walls are seen by
glass-like features with non-ergodicity, glass dynamics, glass transitions, and freezing. Four char-
acteristic temperatures are defined for such domain glasses: the dynamical nucleation temperature
Td where local correlated clusters can form glass states within a (tweed-)nanostructure, To – the
Vogel–Fulcher temperature of these precursor nanostructures, Tpt – the phase transition tempera-
ture where the (ferroelastic) transition occurs, and TK – the Kauzmann temperature where the com-
plex domain structure freezes. 

 
 
 

 
Yuta Saito, Paul Fons, Alexander V. Kolobov, and Junji Tominaga 

Self-organized van der Waals epitaxy  
of layered chalcogenide structures [Original Paper] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(10), 2151–2158 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201552335 
Self-organized van-der-Waals epitaxy was proposed as a possible growth mechanism of highly-
oriented layered chalcogenide materials, like Sb2Te3, by sputtering. It was found that depending on
the composition of the substrate, there existed a selectivity of the chemical reaction between the
film and substrate elements that resulted in the preferential formation of a Te monolayer and sub-
sequent layer-by-layer growth of Sb2Te3. This novel mechanism enables one to fabricate highly-
oriented chalcogenide films over a large area and can be applied to the mass production of a wide
range of various van-der-Waals solids, such as transition metal dichalcogenides and topological in-
sulators for future electronics devices. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
M. M. Glazov, E. L. Ivchenko, G. Wang, T. Amand, X. Marie,  
B. Urbaszek, and B. L. Liu 

Spin and valley dynamics of excitons in transition  
metal dichalcogenide monolayers [Feature Article] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(11), 2349–2362 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201552211 
Optical properties of transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers such as MoS2 are governed by
robust excitons, i.e. Coulomb-correlated electron–hole pairs. In this Feature Article, Glazov et al.
present a concise review of current theoretical and experimental results on exciton spin dynamics
in these materials. 

 
 
 

 
F. Vagizov, R. Shakhmuratov, and E. Sadykov 

Application of the Mössbauer effect to the study  
of opto-acoustic phenomena [Editor’s Choice] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(3), 469–475 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201451391 
If the absorber vibrates along the propagation direction of gamma quanta, the Mössbauer absorp-
tion line is split into a frequency comb with a period equal to the vibration frequency. If the vibra-
tion frequency is much smaller than the absorption linewidth, frequency-domain Mössbauer spec-
tra do not see this frequency comb. Vagizov et al. show that time-domain Mössbauer spectra are
capable to resolve the vibration frequency, which helps to study opto-acoustical phenomena. 
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 Yuriy Dedkov, Elena Voloshina, and Mikhail Fonin 

Scanning probe microscopy and spectroscopy  
of graphene on metals [Feature Article] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(3), 451–468 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201451466 

Scanning probe microscopy and spectroscopy provide a unique opportunity to obtain information
about the structure and electronic properties of graphene at the nanoscale. This Feature Article pre-
sents the recent most important findings on the electronic properties of graphene nanostructures on
metals obtained by scanning tunnelling and atomic force microscopies and spectroscopies. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Zetian Mi and Songrui Zhao 

Extending group-III nitrides to the infrared:  
Recent advances in InN [Feature Article] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(5), 1050–1062 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201451628 
Indium nitride (InN) holds the key to extend the operation wavelengths of group-III nitride opto-
electronic devices from the ultraviolet and visible to the near-infrared. In this Feature Article,
Mi and Zhao provide an overview on the recent advances made in InN, including the absence
of surface electron accumulation on the grown surfaces and the direct measurement of p-type con-
duction. 

 
 

  
Bivas Saha, Sammy Saber, Gururaj V. Naik, Alexandra Boltasseva,  
Eric A. Stach, Eric P. Kvam, and Timothy D. Sands 

Development of epitaxial AlxSc1•xN for artificially  
structured metal/semiconductor superlattice  
metamaterials [Editor’s Choice] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(2), 251–259 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201451314 

Development of epitaxial, monocrystalline metal/semiconductor superlattices with well-defined,
sharp and abrupt interfaces have been long sought to design the next generations of electronic, op-
tical and thermal transport based devices. With a motivation to integrate nitride semiconductors
with rocksalt transition nitride metals (such as TiN, TaN, ZrN etc.), Saha et al. have developed
rocksalt AlxSc1–xN semiconductors with tunable structural, electronic, and optical properties that
enable high quality epitaxial rocksalt metal/AlxSc1–xN superlattices with a wide range of accessible
metamaterials properties. 

 

  
Liang-Feng Huang, Blazej Grabowski, Eunan McEniry,  
Dallas R. Trinkle, and Jörg Neugebauer 

Importance of coordination number and bond  
length in titanium revealed by electronic structure  
investigations [Editor’s Choice] 
Phys. Status Solidi B 252(9), 1907–1924 (2015), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201552280 
The lattice coordination number determines the bonding states and phase stability of Ti, which ex-
plains the energy–pressure and energy–strain relationships, energy variations in phase transforma-
tions, and phase stabilities of Ti-transition metal alloys. The bond length influences the occupation
numbers of s-, p-, and d-orbitals in pure Ti and Ti alloys by changing the effective pressures on
their electron clouds.  


